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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hobby and Rice [8] were apparently the first to notice that the concept of 
y-polynomials reveals interesting common features of such important 
problems as approximation by exponential sums or by splines with variable 
knots. Later, de Boor [l] extended and simplified their results, and gave a 
unified approach to existence problems of best approximations for many 
nonlinear approximation problems. While the above-mentioned questions 
require only knowledge of the topology of the manifold of exponential sums 
(or splines), an intrinsic knowledge of the dzfirential structure of these 
manifolds is required to derive necessary or sufficient conditions for a given 
y-polynomial to be a (local) best approximation. y-Polynomials constitute a 
manifold with boundary where the respective dimensions of the tangent 
cones vary [5]. The closed L, unit-balls (0 < q < 1) are well-known 
examples of manifolds with tangent cones of varying dimension. 
To identify local best approximations the local structure of the manifold of 
y-polynomials must be known. The necessary information is supplied by the 
regular and Cl-differentiable parametrization of y-polynomials investigated 
in a preceding paper [6]. Our analysis therefore depends heavily on that 
article, and the reader is assumed to be familiar with the notation in [6]. 
Let T c IR be an open interval (T = IR or T = (a, b) c I?; this assumption 
will be relaxed later), Xc IR, IX] > 2n + 1 and X compact. For a 
y E C(T x X) the y-polynomials c and c,, are defined as in [6]. 
For 1 Q q < 03 let ]I . ]I9 denote the L,-norm associated with a Lebesgue- 
measure on X. g E c is a local best approximation to f E C(X) if there is a 
lzl$EF UcC(X) of g with ]]f-hl],>]]f-g]], for all 
n* 
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Otherwise, the general assumptions and the notation are the same as in 
161. 
2. TANGENTIAL CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Let y be a normal (k + 1)-kernel, k < n, f E C(X), g E ~,,\~-,,, fixed. g 
can be written as 
g(*) = i 2 aijfl-‘(ti )...) fi) y(t, .) 
i=l j=1 
with the characteristic numbers t, < t, < . . . < t, and this representation is 
unique. To g we assign the tangent corze Tg (the name tangent cone is 
justified by Theorem 1): 
TB = 
I 
i $J aijdj-‘(ti ,..., ti) ~(t, *) aij E R, rn* := 
2 m.=l 
i=l j=1 
i, +’ 2 otherwise 
I 7 
aimf ’ aimi > 0, for m, > 1. 
The sign-restriction on aimT is omitted for mi = 1. That is, for a y-polynomial 
with all characteristic numbers distinct, T, is a 2n-dimensional linear space. 
We are now ready to state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. For q E R, 1 < q < co, and y, g,f, T, as above we have the 
following necessary and suflcient conditions for g to be a local best 
approximation to f: 
(a) Necessary condition. Let g be a local best approximation to f 
from q,, with respect to 11 . I&. Then there is no 6 E T, such that there exist 
positive constants c and E with 
Ilf - &?-4l,<Ilf - gllq-AC vi E [O, El. 
(b) Characterization. Statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) 0 is a global strong unique best approximation to f - g from 
Tg, that is, there exists a constant c > 0 with 
If- g-w, 2 IIS- gllq + AC V6E T,, ((i+(lco= 1, /l>O. 
(ii) g is a local strong unique best approximation to f from c,k. 
That is, there is a )I . II,-neighborhood U of g and a constant k > 0 with 
Ilf - 41, > Ilf - sll, + k II h - sllq Vh E Uric,,. 
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(c) Sufficient condition. For 1 < q < 00 let g be a local best approx- 
imation to f with respect to those elements from cV, belonging to the same 
class of multiplicity as g (the same number I of distinct characteristic 
numbers with the same multiplicities m, ,..., m,, respectively). For each 6 E T, 
with aiml # 0 for at least one i E N with m, > 1 let there be a constant c8 > 0 
with 
Ilf - g - WI, > Ilf - gll, + AC, VA>.. 
Then g is a local best approximation to ffrom c,k. 
Remarks. Part (a) of the theorem has applications for all q E IR, 
1 < q < 00. Part (b) is meant to cover the cases q = 1 and q = co. Otherwise 
(1 < q < co), neither (i) nor (ii) can be fulfilled. Part (c) covers differentiable 
norms (1 < q < co). The class of multiplicity of g is an open manifold. 
Therefore, the usual second order conditions can be used to determine 
whether g is a local best approximation with respect to that class. The 
assumption on elements 6 with aImf # 0 is weak since it can be shown to be 
“almost always” valid. Part (c) of the theorem cannot be extended to 
polyhedral norms. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Our proof makes use of the differentiability 
properties of the parametrization of y-polynomials discussed in [6]. We 
restrict ourselves to the special cases k = n, I = 1 to simplify formulas. The 
general case can be proven in analogy to the following proof. n = 1 is trivial, 
so let n be greater one. 
With 
M := 
I 
(7,d ,,..., 6,J E R” IO<d,< (~)26i+,,l(i<n-2/, 
p: Rn X M + p is a parametrization of c : 
(a , ,..., a,, 7, 6, ,..., ~3,)~ -A gai x A;-ytj,,..., tj,) r(t, *>, 
l<i,<*..<ji<n 
n-1 
tj:=r+(j-l)G- 2 fi (j = 1, 2,..., n); 
k=j 
p is regular at p-‘(g); see [6]. Let us now prove part (a) of Theorem 1 by 
contradiction: 6 can be written as 
nt2 
6 = 2 aid:-‘(7,..., 7) y(t, .) 
i=l 
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if g has the representation 
g=tai y ( ) Ap(7 )...) ) y(t, .).i=l 
The partial derivatives of p at a := (a, ,..., a,, 5, 0 ,..., O)T E R2” are given by 
a &. ‘= n ( ) i A;-‘(7 T..., ) 24, .), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, I 
$p=iai ’ . 
i=l ( ) i 
i Af(z ,..., t) y(t, e), 
$ p = “2 bji) A;-+ )...) 5) y(t, *) 9 i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
I j=2 
for certain b!” E R with b”’ - a, > 
AT, AS,-, E’IR, AS,-, > Oni&h that 
0 (i = 1, 2,..., IZ - 1) [6]. There exist Aai, 
? Aai G Aa> + A7 -$ p(a) + Aa,- I& p(a) = 9. 
i=l 
With a, := (a, + il Aa ,,..,, a, + A Au,, r + I AZ, 0 ,..., 0, I da,-,) the differen- 
tiability of p yields 
This immediality proves (a) and the first part of (b) (“(i) -+ (ii)“). The other 
direction of (b) (“(ii) -+ (i)“) is p roven in analogy by making use of the 
differentiability of p. 
Only part (c) remains to be proven. With g as above let h E rl,k be an 
element from a sufficiently small neighborhood of g: h = 
p((a, + Aa , ,..., a,, + Au,, 5 + AZ, AS, ,..., Ad,,- ,)T). We have to show that 
Ilf - h (I4 > IIf - g& holds. This is trivial for Ijf - g& = 0. Let us therefore 
assume IIf- gll, > 0. 
Since g is optimal with respect to its class of multiplicity we have for 
a’ := a, + Au,,..., a,, + Au,,, 7 + As, O,..., O)T the inequality IIf - p(a’)& > 
Ilf- gllq. -i-h ere ore f we can restrict our attention to the case Ad, > 0 for at 
least one i, 1 < i Q n - 1. Since both )I . II4 and p are CL-functions in the 
sense of definition 1 in [6], so is the map Q that assigns to every parameter 
b E R” x A4 the approximation error IIf - p(b)&. Together with the alleged 
existence of cg > 0 this implies @Q/&,)(b) > 0 for all b from a neighborhood 
of p-‘(g) and for all i, 1 Q i Q n - 1. Thus, the following chain of 
inequalities holds, proving that g is indeed a local best approximation: 
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Ilf - Nl, = IV - h 04 - Ilf - PWI, + IIS - PWII, 
> 5’ ddi 2 tatI + O(ll(ASI 9..*9 AS,-*>‘ll> +Ilf- gllq 
i=l I 
> Ilf- dl, 
for at least one AS, positive and (I g - h (Ica sufficiently small. I 
3. APPLICATIONS TO EXPONENTIAL SUMS 
In this section we apply the general results of the preceding section to 
Chebyshev (I] . ]I,)-approximation with exponential sums. Theorem 1 is 
applicable since eAX is a normal co-kernel. The necessary conditions for an 
exponential sum to be a local best approximation also turn out to be 
sufficient; we therefore get characterizations of local best approximations. 
This deduction puts Braess’ results (see Lemma 12.2, p. 30 in [3]) in the 
framework of general y-polynomials and has the advantage of using first- 
order-terms only. 
To be in accordance with the pertinent literature we denote the charac- 
teristic numbers (frequencies) t, ,..., t, by I, ,..., I,, . For c with y(A, x) = eAx 
we write E,. To a real number u the function Signum assigns the sign of a. 
This notation can be extended to exponential sums [2]: To an exponential 
sum with one frequency and a, # 0 a sign-vector is assigned by 
Signum eAX ( 5 u/I) := (0(-l)“-‘,..., -u, a) E R”, u := signurn( 
j=l 
If all frequencies of g are less than all frequencies of h, and g and h have 
been assigned sign-vectors, we set: Signum (g + h) := (Signum (g), 
Signum (h)). This way, to each element of E,p,- i a sign-vector is assigned. 
The number of sign changes of a sign-vector is defined in a straightforward 
manner. For example, -e3’ - e4.5X(2 + 3x2) has the sign-vector (- - + -) 
with 2 sign changes. The following version of Descartes’ rule will be helpful: 
With 
let there be k + 1 points x0 < x1 < .a. < xk E X with g(xJ . g(xi+ i) < 0 
(i = 0, l,..., k - 1). Then Signum (g) has at least k sign changes. 
The proof can easily be given by induction: For the induction step apply 
the induction hypothesis to e”l”((d/dx) e-AIXg(x)); see also [3, p. 241. 
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For the remainder of this section let g E E,\E, _ I be fixed. We index the 
frequencies of g such that 
g(X) = $, eAiX j$l Ujjxi-’ + $J ai, eliX 
i=ll+l 
and m, ,..., m,, > 2; A, < .a. < A,,; that is, the multiple frequencies are 
1 r ,..., A,,. Set Ui := Signum (a,,,) (i = 1, 2 ,,.., I,) and let k denote the number 
of sign changes in ((-l)m*+‘a,,..., (-l)m’l+lcl,-l, ol$ set k := 0 for I, = 0. 
Then M := n + I+ k is the maximum number of sign changes the sign vector 
of an element from 
T, = 2 eAiX 
I 
mi+2 
i=l 
,T, aijxi-l + iE$+, tail + ai2x) eAix 
can have, and if the number of sign changes is maximal the sign vector must 
have the sign oI, on the right. With these definitions we can state 
THEOREM 2. (Braess [3], Lemma 2.2) (a) g is a local best upprox- 
imation to f E C(X) I@ f - g h as an alternant of length M + 1 with 
sign - u,, on the right. 
(b) Every local best approximation is also a local strong unique best 
approximation. 
ProojI Letf - g have an alternant of length M + 1 with sign - ul, on the 
right; that is, there are points x O,-.,xMeX with (f- g)(xi)=llf- gllco * 
(-l)“-‘+‘u,,. Then 0 must be a best approximation to f - g from T,: 
Otherwise, there would be a 6 E T, with #(xi) . 6(xi+,) < 0 (i = 
0, l,..., M - 1) and 6(x,) = -u,,. 6 may be chosen to be of degree n + 1 + 1, 
and not of degree n + 1 + 1, - 1 (make small perturbations, if necessary). 
Because of Descartes’ rule Signum (6) must have at least M sign changes. 
Since this is the maximum number of sign changes for elements of TR, 8 
cannot have simple zeros to the right of x, and therefore Signum (6) must 
have the sign Signum 6(x,) = -(I/, on the right. On the other hand, every 
element from T, whose sign vector has a maximal number of sign changes 
must have the sign u,, on the right-a contradiction. This proves that 0 is a 
best approximation to f - g from T,. Since T, is a Haar-cone (the afline hull 
of T, is a Haar-space) 0 is the strong unique best approximation to f - g 
from T, ([4, p. 3381; 5, p. 971). With Theorem l(b) we conclude that g is a 
local best approximation. 
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Let us now assume g is a local best approximation toffrom E,, butf - g 
has no alternant of length A4 + 1 with sign - u,, on the right. Then there is a 
sign c E {k} and there are points x0 := infX < x, < +.. < x, := sup X with: 
x E txi, Xi+ 1) + (f - gNx) * u - (-1)4-i < I/f-- g]loo (i = O,..., q - 1); also 
q < A4 or (q = M + 1 and u . CJ[, = 1). Since T, contains a Haar subspace of 
dimension IZ + 1, q must be greater or equal n + I + 1. 
Let T’ be a q-dimensional Haar-subspace of the affne hull of T, such that 
T’ contains an element of Tg with q - 1 sign changes and sign u on the right. 
There is a Of 6E T’ with #(xi) =0 (i= 1, 2,..., q - 1) and 6(x). 
(f - g)(x) > 0 Vx E X: ](f - g)(x)] = ]]f - g]loo. 6 has q - 1 sign changes 
(Descartes’ rule) and sign u on the right and is therefore an element of T,. 
This implies ]lf- g -16/l, < I]f - g]lm f or every A > 0 which is sufficiently 
small. 
Theorem l(a) yields a contradiction to the optimality of g. Therefore there 
must exist an alternant of f - g of length M + 1 with sign - u,, on the 
right. I 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SPLINES WITH VARIABLE KNOTS 
Polynomial splines are piecewise polynomial functions. They are smooth 
yet flexible and therefore very popular for interpolating or approximating 
functions. There are no general characterizations of local best approx- 
imations known in the spline case because-in contrast to the situation for 
exponential sums- the tangent cone T, from Section 2 is not a Haar cone. 
Nevertheless, the necessary condition of Theorem l(a) is very important 
because it can be used as a starting point for the design of numerical 
algorithms which converge at least to stationary points. 
In this section we consider a couple of special cases in which necessary or 
sufficient conditions for optimality can be expressed as conditions on the 
extremal point set. 
To put splines in the context of y-polynomials we need the notation of 
truncated power series: (x), := max(O, x); 
(xl’: := ((x>+)m9 m>O 
.- .- 1, m=O,x>O 
:= l/2, m=O,x=O 
a- .- 0, m = 0, x < 0. 
For simplicity let X be a closed interval, X = [a, b] c R. Let us examine the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the spline s, 
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s(x) := + ;I: aijLlj-‘(ti,..., ti)(x - t)‘: , 
i‘T* jr, 
a := t, < t, < .a- < t, < t,,, := b, to be a local best approximation to 
f E C(X) with respect o the maximum norm I( + l(oo. 
THEOREM 3. With s as above, m > m, + 2 (i = 1, 2,..., I>, and 
s E c,mv-T- 1.m with y(t, x) := (x - t)“, we get: 
(a) Sufficient Condition. For an iE N, O<i,<l, with Ilf -sII, = 
IKf - ~)lrt,,t,+,lllm let (f - ~h~.~,+,~ have an alternant of length m + 2. Then s 
is a local strong unique best approximation from c,,, to f with respect to the 
maximum norm. 
(b) Necessary condition. Let s be a local best approximation from 
&,, to f with respect to the maximum norm. Then there is an i, 0 < i < 1, 
such that Kf - ~)l~t,.t,+,~llm = Ilf - 41, and at least one of the following 
three conditions holds: 
(1) i >, 1, m, = 1, and (f - ~)l~~~,,,+,~ has an alternant of length 3; 
(2) i > 1, mi > 2, and (f- s)/~~~,~,+,~ has an alternant of length rn: 
with sign (a,,,(- 1)“f on the left; 
(3) i=O. 
Proof: Rewriting the tangent cone T, greatly simplifies the proof: 
1 
I ml 
T, = 
cc aijd~-‘(ti ,..., ti)(x - t): qj E R, rn: := 2, mi = 1; i=l j=1 
mi* := m, + 2, mt ) 2; aim; * f2tmi 2 0, if m, > 2 (i = l,..., 1) 
hl 
1 
Ito*r,I E 0, Vi, 1 < i < 13a, ,..., a, E R: 
h II~~,~~+,I(x) = 2 aj(X - tiY’ 
j=O i 
h is m - rn,? times continuously differentiable at ti, and 
cl m+l-m: * aim,(-l> m~+‘>0,ifmi>2. i 
Part (a) of Theorem 3 follows immediately from this representation of T, and 
Theorem 1, (b) (i) -+ (ii) using the fact that every tangent cone element is a 
mth degree polynomial on [ti, fi+ ,I. We prove part (b) of Theorem 3 by 
contradiction. Let s be a local best approximation such that for no i E N, 
0 < i < 1, one of the three given conditions holds. 
We define an element h of T, in the following way: h I,,o,r,, := 0; suppose 
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hl Ito,fil isalready efined and Ilh llto.t,l IL is sufficiently small. Determine 
Do,..., /I,,, E R such that 
dk 
- dxk 1 k = 0, I,..., m - m,*, x= ti 
crnF’ Pj(X - ti y ) = Iii f$ h(x), 
j=O I 
and 
m:+1 
(x-ffi)m-mf+l 2 Pm-mf+I+j(X-fi)j 
j=O 
1 
>o VxE ~fi~ti+~l~df~s~~x~~Ilf~sII~ 
<o VxE (ti,ti+l]: df-S)(X)=-lJf-Sll,- 
For a sufficiently small positive constant c set 
m-m; 
hlIti~~i+ll(X) '= C 
j=O 
Pjtx - ti)j + C j=m$mg+, @1(X - ti)j. 
I 
If m, is greater one /I,-,; + i
as a,,,(- l)mf+‘. 
can moreover be chosen to have the same sign 
Thus, h is defined on [a, 61 and an element of T,. h was 
constructed such that for small positive 1 
Ilf-s-Ihll, <IIf-sll, 
holds. In view of Theorem I(a), this is a contradiction to the assumption that 
s is a local best approximation toJ This proves Theorem 3(b). 1 
Remarks. In contrast to the case of exponential sums, splines allow no 
first-order characterization of local best approximations. For applications 
additional constraints may be imposed on the approximating class of spline 
functions. Also, the interval limits a and b are often taken as fixed knots. 
These and other cases can be handled in analogy to the above analysis with 
only minor adjustments. 
In some cases the assumptions on the differentiability of the kernel 
(m > mi + 2) exclude interesting cases such as the coalescing of knots for 
cubic splines. Since d”(x - t)y’dx” is discontinuous only for x = t and even 
then still bounded, the assumptions of Theorem 3 can indeed be weakened: 
COROLLARY. The assumption m > m, + 2 in Theorem 3 can be weakened 
to m > m, + 1 if the knots are not extremal points, that is, 
IV - s)(4)l < IV - sll, for all i, 1 < i < I, with m = m, + 1. 
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Remark. The sufficient condition for optimality given in Theorem 3(a) is 
rather stringent since we have only mf free parameters per interval [ti, ti+ 1], 
but require an alternant of length m + 2 (amp + 2). Indeed, with the 
exception of comparatively few cases an alternant of length m,? + 1 is 
sufficient o guarantee local optimality. 
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